Oxygen in high concentration (arterial P02 over 400 mm Hg), administered for 7-10 minutes to six subjects with normal coronary arteries and nine subjects with coronary artery disease caused the following significant changes: The heart rate and cardiac index decreased in both groups. 
tion. However, the effects of oxygen breathing on the coronary circulation have not been studied as yet either in coronary artery disease or in normal coronary arteries. A recent study of myocardial lactate metabolism' indicates a potentially adverse effect of oxygen in patients with severe coronary artery disease. This study was therefore designed to investigate the effects of high concentrations of oxygen on the coronary circulation and the oxygen metabolism of the heart in subjects with and without coronary artery disease. Table 2 summarizes the data on the hemodynamic and metabolic effects of oxygen breathing. The reduction in heart rate and cardiac index and the increase in arterial blood pressure in patients with coronary artery disease is in accord with previous reports.6-8 Data on changes in coronary circulation and myocardial oxygen and lactate metabolism in single subjects is presented in figures 1 and 2. Oxygen breathing caused a decrease in coronary sinus blood flow both in subjects with normal coronary arteries (from 158 + 11 to 131 + 13 ml/min) and coronary artery disease (151 ± 14 to 138 ± 14 ml/min) by increasing left ventricular coronary resis- increased in both groups. In four patients oxygen breathing reverted myocardial lactate production to lactate extraction. Discussion In dogs the coronary sinus drains 75-95% of the left coronary arterial inflow, and this proportion is reasonably constant under various hemodynamic conditions.9 Inflow-outflow studies in man are not available. However, Hood10 found in postmortem studies that 96% of left ventricular veins 1 mm in diameter drain into the coronary sinus with an approximately 15% admixture from the right ventricle near the ostium of the coronary sinus. It appears justifiable, therefore, to accept coronary sinus blood flow as representative of left ventricular perfusion.
A reduction in coronary blood flow and an increase in coronary resistance was also found in dogs breathing normo-or hyperbaric oxygen."-19 These changes do not represent a simple autoregulatory adjustment of the coronary bed to the increase in arterial oxygen tension, since they are associated with a reduction in myocardial oxygen consumption. This reduction, found also in dogs breathing oxygen,12-18 is probably secondary to a reduction in heart rate and possibly other factors. Myocardial oxygen consumption did not fall in patients breathing oxygen when the heart rate was fixed by pacing. 20 
